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Beginning Beekeeping Series
Lesson 2: Beekeeping Equipment
Lesson 2 in our Beginning Beekeeping Series will
cover basic beekeeping equipment, including
boxes, frames, lids, bottom boards, and other
equipment needed to start a hive. Skip to the end
for a list of equipment to buy.

Boxes
This is a box. See Figure 1. It is also called a hive,
hive body, a super, or a “Langstroth.”

Figure 2. From bottom to top: Bottom board, 3
deep boxes with some frames, lid to the side.
A new hive starts with a bottom board, 1 box filled
with frames (the hive body), and the ild on top.
Later in the season, beekeepers add more boxes
on top of the hive body box and below the lid.
Bees move freely between boxes.

Figure 1. Bee Box.
Beekeepers stack boxes on top of a bottom board
and place a lid on top. See Figure 2.
A hive body is the bottom box in a stack of boxes,
and sits on top of the bottom board. It is typically
where the queen lays eggs.
Supers are any boxes above the hive body.
Supers are typically where bees store honey.

A hive is the place where bees live, be it a box, a
swamp cooler, or a hollow log. A colony is a group
of bees with their eggs and larvae.
Mr. Langstroth invented the deep box with
removable frames. The Langstroth box is
standard in the beekeeping industry. Other nonLangstroth hive styles include the top bar hive,
Worre hive, etc. We use Langstroth boxes.
Boxes come in deep, medium and shallow. See
Figure 3. Deeps, mediums, and shallows have the
same length and width, but different depths. They
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are stackable. By volume, 3 deep boxes is
equivalent to 5 medium boxes.

frames. See Figure 4.
10 frames per box is standard, but some
beekeepers choose to put 9 frames in each box.
Some people prefer 8-frame boxes because they
are lighter, but still uses deep frames. 8-frame
boxes are a different size from 10-frame boxes
and are NOT interchangeable or stackable.

Figure 3. Shallow, medium, and deep boxes
From http://wibmagli.hubpages.com/hub/Beehives-A-

If assembling boxes, it is a good idea to put the
rough side of the wood toward the inside of the
box. The roughness of the wood will encourage
bees to collect and smear propolis all over the
inside of the boxes. Propolis is a tree resin that
bees collect and use as glue to stick everything
down in the hive. See Figure 5. Propolis is an
important part of bees defense against disease.

Guide-To-Choosing-the-Right-Size-Boxes

There is much debate about which size of box is
best. Frankly, it doesnʼt matter to the bees. We
choose to run all deep boxes, but others prefer
lighter-weight medium boxes. Using all deeps
makes all of our equipment interchangeable. Mr.
Langstroth worked out the optimal size of brood
nest, honey and pollen for the average sized
colony and used this to create his deep, 10-frame
box. The Langstroth “deep” box is still most
commonly used by commercial beekeepers.
Boxes hold frames. There is a rabbet groove cut
in the end of each box to hold the ear of the

Figure 5. A box with melting propolis.

Figure 4. Rabbet Joint on the top inside of a box.
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Barn Hive

The Barn Hive fits on top of a 10-frame Langstroth
box and under a 5-frame nuc box. See Figure 8.

Figure 6. The Barn Hive
Our invention, the Barn Hive, is a box with 3
compartments, or bays. See Figure 6-7. The
largest (center) bay holds 5 deep frames. Side
bays act as in-hive feeder and storage. It rests on
top of a stack of deep, 10-frame Langstroth
boxes.
It is a versatile and attractive piece of beekeeping
equipment. We use the barn hive to feed bees,
start packages, make splits, mate queens, and
winter bees. We also use it, along with the middle
bar frame, to produce comb honey. Producing
comb honey is an alternative to buying expensive
extracting equipment.

Figure 8. Barn hive acting as transition between
deep Langstroth box and 5-frame nuc box.

Frames and Foundation
This is a frame with foundation. See Figure 9.
Frames are where bees build wax comb.

Figure 7. Barn hive bays from left to right: storage
bay, center bay that holds 5 deep frames, and
feeder bay.

Figure 9. Frame with labeled parts.
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The frame is made of 4 pieces of wood, called
bars, stapled together: top bar, bottom bar, and
two side bars.

than the other way around). This prevents
separation when the frame is heavy with honey.
See Figure 11.

Frames also come in deep, medium and shallow.
Frame depth should match the box size.

Be sure the communication holes in plastic
foundation go at the bottom of the frame. See
Figure 12.

Figure 12. Foundation communication hole
placement.

Figure 10. Frame with foundation, staples shown.
Notice that the side bar to top bar joint is designed
so the side bar is stapled to the top bar (rather

Frames come with or without foundation. Plastic
foundation is inserted in groves in the top and
bottom bars. (This style of frame is called “grooved
top and bottom bar.”) The foundation is stamped
with hexagon shapes and sometimes sprayed with
a coat of beeswax. Hexagons give bees a place to
build wax comb.
Wax foundation needs support in a deep frame so
it will not buckle with the weight of the honey.
Beekeepers typically reinforce the wax by stringing
wires through the frame or use our middle bar
frame. Wax foundation is strong enough in
medium and shallow frames.

Figure 11. Top bar separated because of frame
weight.
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Middle Bar Frame
Our invention, the Middle Bar Frame, makes it
possible to use a foundationless deep frame. Our
bees have used middle bar frames for raising
brood and storing honey. It is a great dimension
for cutting 4x4 comb honey or can be used in an
extractor. See Figure 13.
The middle bar frame has two horizontal bars
fastened from the middle of one side bar to the
other. One bar is permanently fixed and the other
is a removable dowel. See Figure 14.
New comb in a deep frame may buckle under the
weight of bees and honey. Middle bars help
support this weight.

Figure 13B. The grove and chamfer on the top bar
of the middle bar frame.

The grooved and chamfered top bar keeps bees
building comb on center and also allows for use of
wax foundation or starter strips if desired. Wax
foundation fits between the middle bars and in the
grooves on the top and bottom bars. Starter strips
are thin strips of wax foundation that can help
bees get started building comb.

Figure 14. The middle bar frame components:
Frame with fixed bar, removable dowel, and sheet
of beeswax foundation (optional).

Figure 13A. The Middle Bar Frame.
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Bottom Board
This is a bottom board. See Figure 15.

Figure 16. Hive stand, bottom board, and box with
frames.
Figure 15. A bottom board.
The bottom board goes on the bottom of the hive,
under the stack of boxes. See Figure 2.

Lid
This is a lid. See Figure 17, bottom right.

This style of bottom board is a piece of plywood
with three raised edges. The fourth side is left
open to create the entrance of the hive when
boxes are stacked on top. Boxes fit flush on the
sides.
There are other styles of bottom board, including
a popular screened bottom board. Some
beekeepers use it as part of their mite reduction
strategies. We donʼt use them because they can
be drafty, even with the solid insert in place, and
can freeze bees in winter. Research shows they
are not very affective in reducing mites, but can
be part of a mite-reduction program. (See
Honeybee Diseases and Pests by the University
of Minnesota Extension.)

Figure 17. 3 boxes, 25 frames, 1 bottom board,
and 1 lid (bottom right)

Most beekeepers use a hive stand to elevate the
bottom board off of the ground. Wooden shipping
pallets (4ʻ by 4ʼ) work great. Four hives fit on one
pallet. There are also commercially available hive
stands. Four hives fit on a standard pallet. See
Figure 16 for a vintage photo of Grandpa
Andersenʼs hive with stand.

The lid goes on top of the stack of bee boxes.
There are two main styles of lid, the migratory lid
and the telescoping lid. We use migratory lids.
Migratory lids fit flush with the box on the sides
and overhang on the front and back. See Figure
2. The is useful when stacking boxes next to each
other, like when wintering or trucking bees.
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The telescoping lid fits around the whole box and
overhangs on all four sides. See Figure 18.
Telescoping lids require an inner cover all year. If
bees glue down a telescoping lid with propolis, it
will be very difficult to remove. If the inner cover is
in place, they will glue it down instead.

Figure 19. Winter bee boxes with ventilation holes
in the lid and box handle.

What Equipment do I need to
start a hive?
Weʼre a low-fuss beekeeping company and
recommend only items absolutely necessary for
Utah beekeeping.
3-4 Deep boxes: It is nice to have a 4th box with
frames, but not necessary. Three boxes is enough
to get through one year.
Figure 18. Grandpa Andersenʼs hive with a
telescoping lid.
Some migratory lids have ventilation holes cut in
them for winter. See Figure 19.This eliminates the
need for an inner cover.
Bees glue down the lid with propolis so it will stay
on in the wind. . . until the beekeeper breaks the
propolis seal to inspect the colony. Sometimes it
is necessary to put a rock or other weight on top
after inspecting, especially in cool weather.
Some beekeepers like fancy garden-style lids, like
our invention, the Barn Hive, which acts as a lid
and a 5-frame box. See Figure 6.

30-40 Deep Frames: 10 per box is standard.
Options include a grooved top and bottom bar
frames or middle bar frames.
30-40 Sheets Foundation: Foundation type
needs to match the frame type. Options include
plastic foundation (used with grooved frames),
wax foundation (used with middle bar frames), or
foundationless (used with middle bar frame).
1 Lid: Migratory style with ventilation hole
1 Bottom board: Solid
If using medium boxes, the box number will
increase to 5 boxes and 50 frames. Five medium
boxes have the same volume as three deep
boxes.
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Other Equipment
This lesson has great detail on wooden
equipment, which we produce at The Honey
Company. You will also need a few things we
donʼt produce. Here is the list, along with our
favorite style and approximate prices in 2014.

For the other equipment, check local classifieds
and online beekeeping suppliers. A brief list online
includes Mann Lake, Dadant, Walter T Kelley,
Betterbee, etc.

Hive stand: We recommend a 4ʼx4ʼ shipping
pallet. One pallet will hold up to four hives. $0$10.
Smoker: We like the 4x7 with a guard and leather
bellows. It costs around $35. (This is the bottom
end of the price range.)
Hive tool: We like the standard hive tool. It looks
like a mini crowbar. They cost around $7. Get two.
You will need one every time you open the hive.
Bee gloves: We like the kind that do NOT have
mesh ventilation around the wrists. Bees can sting
through the mesh. They cost around $35. You can
make your own by adding a sleeve to a pair of
leather work gloves.
Protective Clothing: This can range from a hat
and veil to a full body bee suit. The hat and veil
cost around $35 for both. A full body bee suit can
cost as much as $250.
Supplies to feed bees: This applies to packages
only, not nucs from The Honey Company. You will
need 25 pounds of sugar per hive, pollen patties,
and a feeder. We use division board feeders.
They cost about $5. See Lesson 3 for details.

Where do I purchase the
equipment?
You can purchase the wooden equipment from us
on our website, www.thehoneycompany.com. We
produce this equipment in Utah from Utah lumber
and Utah woodworkers. Be sure to ask our
competitors where equipment is made and buy
local.
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